President's Office Policy PRE-08

FLAG POLICY

The state and national flags on the property of Sam Houston State University (SHSU) should be flown at half-mast only on those days and occasions indicated below:

(1) Memorial Day (Last Monday in May).
(2) Death of the President or former President of the United States.
(3) Death of the Governor or former Governor of the State of Texas.
(4) Upon the death of the President or a former President of SHSU, the flag will be flown at half-mast from the time of the death through the day of the funeral. Other flags on campus will be flown at half-mast on the day of the funeral.
(5) On other occasions when the President of the United States or the Governor of the State of Texas has proclaimed a period of mourning and has requested state and national colors to be flown at half-mast.
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